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Understanding molecular processes and coordinating the various activities across levels of organization in
biological systems is a complicated task, yet many curricular guidelines indicate that undergraduate stu-
dents should master it. Employing mechanistic reasoning can facilitate describing and investigating biologi-
cal phenomena. Biofilms are an important system in microbiology and biology education. However, few
empirical studies have been conducted on student learning of biofilms or how students utilize mechanistic
reasoning related to systems thinking to explain biofilm formation. Using mechanistic reasoning and the
theory of knowledge integration as conceptual and analytical frameworks, we examined the features of 9
undergraduate biology students’ mechanistic models of a specific transition point in biofilm development.
From these data, we constructed a model of knowledge integration in the context of biofilms, which cate-
gorizes students’ knowledge based on features of their descriptions (e.g., entities, correct connections, and
the nature of connections). We found that 4 of 9 students produced a fragmented model, 4 of 9 students
produced a transitional model, and 1 student produced a connected model. Overall, students often did not
discuss cell-cell communication mechanics in their mechanistic models and rarely included the role of
gene regulation. Most connections were considered nonnormative and lacked important entities, leading
to an abundance of unspecified causal connections. We recommend increasing instructional support of
mechanistic reasoning within systems (e.g., identifying entities across levels of organization and their rele-
vant activities) and creating opportunities for students to grapple with their understanding of various bio-
logical concepts and to explore how processes interact and connect in a complex system.
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phenotypic expression

INTRODUCTION

Mechanisms andmechanistic reasoning within systems

One omnipresent goal in the study of biology is to under-

stand how the natural world works. For functional biologists, this

means uncovering and elucidating the mechanisms that govern bi-

ological phenomena. Similarly, experts advocate for undergradu-

ate students in biology to develop proficiency in constructing and

interpreting explanations of biological phenomena (1). Tasking

students to generate mechanisms addresses these calls, but build-

ing mechanistic explanations of biological phenomena can be

complex. A mechanism describes how the things or entities

engage in activities which produce change over time and space

(2). In complex systems, the components of mechanisms interact

across various levels of organization and different spatial locations,

and multiple mechanisms can affect each other. Therefore,

explaining biological phenomena involves the difficult task of

incorporating mechanisms across levels of organization and local-

izations within a system and between systems (3, 4).

Breaking down phenomena according to the compo-

nents of mechanistic reasoning can aid students in thinking

about and building explanations of biological phenomena.

Derived from Machamer and colleagues’ characterization of

how scientists explain scientific phenomena (2), researchers

have identified several attributes of students’ mechanistic rea-

soning, such as describing target phenomena as well as identi-

fying entities and their properties, activities, and spatial orga-

nization (5). Studies have shown that students’ mechanistic

reasoning, generally and in the context of biological systems,
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is not always well-developed (e.g., (6)) and students often ex-

hibit various difficulties. Specifically, biological entities can be

microscopic and unobservable, which makes conceptualizing

the biological process problematic (7, 8). For example, entities

such as proteins and genes and their associated activities may

be misunderstood or forgotten when students reason with

processes that have effects at the cellular level. Subsequently,

coordinating the different parts of the mechanism across physi-

cal levels of organization has been demonstrated to be a chal-

lenge (3, 9–11). Thus, it is important for education researchers
to understand how students use mechanistic reasoning and to

help students overcome difficulties specifically associated with

mechanistic reasoning within systems.

Biofilms as a relevant biological context to explore
student thinking

Biofilms represent a complex system in which individual

bacteria aggregate together on a surface and build a polymeric

matrix of polysaccharides, proteins, and extracellular DNA (12).

Bacterial biofilms have a significant impact in human society and

the environment. For example, biofilms are exploited in biore-

mediation, biomining, and wastewater treatment. Furthermore,

biofilms have been implicated in the pathogenesis and spread of

disease and are harmful when they form on medical devices,

pipes and machinery, household surfaces, etc. (13). As a principal

topic of microbiological, environmental, and medical research,

biofilms are an important concept in biology education and

serve as a suitable context to explore student mechanistic rea-

soning within systems.

Despite the significance of biofilms in society and biology

undergraduate education, there remains a considerable knowl-

edge gap regarding students’ understanding of biofilms. The

American Society for Microbiology’s Curriculum Guidelines

for undergraduate microbiology recommend the instruction of

bacterial biofilm formation as a component of two core com-

petencies in microbiology (14). Yet, few empirical studies have

been conducted around student learning of biofilms. A key-

word search of biology education journals and medical educa-

tion journals using the term “biofilm” failed to produce any

results regarding how students understand biofilms. Much of

the educational research regarding biofilms comprises descrip-

tions of classroom activities to introduce basic concepts of bio-

film development to young audiences and the public (15–17).
There is a need to fill this gap in our knowledge as well as pro-

vide curriculum that enhances knowing and understanding of

biofilms (18).

Theoretical frameworks guiding our work

We employed the mechanistic reasoning model and the

theory of knowledge integration to elicit and characterize stu-

dents’ knowledge networks of biofilms. Drawing from the lit-

erature on mechanistic reasoning, we prompted mechanistic

explanations by asking students to explain how a particular tran-

sition point in biofilm development occurs (2, 19, 20) and

characterize explanations using important features of mecha-

nisms. Specifically, we examined how students used and con-

nected mechanistic ideas to build their explanation (e.g., enti-

ties or players, activities, and causality), the level of organization

of the players, and where the processes are happening (3, 5,

21). Because building a mechanistic explanation for biological

phenomena in complex systems such as biofilms requires an

integrated understanding of biological concepts, we also lever-

aged the theory of knowledge integration in the analysis. As

operationalized by Clark and Linn (22), knowledge integration

describes the process by which students process new informa-

tion by checking it against prior knowledge and ideas gained

from formal and informal education as well as personal experi-

ences. This framework has been used to guide curriculum,

assessments, and education research to elicit and describe how

students integrate new knowledge into their existing knowl-

edge networks. Knowledge that does not conflict with infor-

mation preexisting in their knowledge network becomes inte-

grated, but knowledge that conflicts can become isolated from

other ideas (22). Thus, it is important for these linkages to be

supported with correct ideas to build a strong knowledge net-

work that can be applied across a variety of contexts. Guided

by these ideas, we used knowledge integration as a basis to

build mechanistic model representations of the students’
explanations. Additionally, we characterized the knowledge and

relationships within the mechanistic models as well as the cor-

rectness of these elements. Finally, we incorporated all the

characteristics described by mechanistic reasoning and knowl-

edge integration to build a model of knowledge integration of

students’ knowledge networks in the context of biofilms.

Research aims

Despite the need for students to comprehend biofilm for-

mation, there remains a gap in the literature describing how

biology students use mechanistic reasoning within systems to

understand and reason with biofilms. Addressing this critical

need will provide the necessary foundations on which to build

future research-informed teaching approaches for university

educators. Therefore, we conducted a qualitative case study

(23) to answer the question of what are the features of biology

undergraduate students’ explanations in the context of biofilm

development?

METHODS

Student population

The data presented here were gathered as a case study to

provide a rich characterization of student thinking at a single

institution (24). During the Fall semester of 2019, we distrib-

uted an e-mail invitation for our study over the biology majors

listserv at a large public midwestern university with very high

research activity. We had an initial pool of 12 interested stu-

dents; however, only 9 followed-up for interviews. The only
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selection criteria was having declared a biology major. The

class standing of students within our sample was three sopho-

mores, three juniors, and three seniors. The biology majors of

our nine students were the following: one Genetics; one Ecology,

Evolution, and Environmental Biology; three Neurobiology and

Physiology; and four General Biology. As biology majors, all par-

ticipants had taken the same set of introductory biology courses,

which covered topics relevant to our study. Additionally, in their

second year, all biology majors take a cell biology and genetics

course providing them with additional, more in-depth opportuni-

ties to learn topics relevant to this study. While three of our par-

ticipants were enrolled in the cell biology course at the time of

the interview and had not yet taken the genetics course, we did

not observe a difference in their explanations and knowledge

network features. None of the students had previously taken a

microbiology class, but one student was currently enrolled in the

institution’s Introduction to Microbiology course. This student

was three-quarters of the way through the semester; however,

this did not give them an advantage in our study context. Due to

the small sample size of this qualitative research study, we were

not able to pursue analyses related to student demographics and

performance on interview tasks.

This research study was approved under institutional

review board 1806020745.

Data collection

We conducted semistructured, think-aloud interviews

(25) in a small private office on the university campus. Sessions

were audio-recorded and lasted between 30 and 90 min. All

students were compensated with a $20.00 Amazon gift card

for their time and travel. During the Spring and Fall semesters

of 2018, we piloted the interview protocol with seven General

Biology major students (five juniors and two seniors) to

determine if the questions were eliciting responses that gave

insights into their thinking. Responses were not notably differ-

ent from those in the current study; thus, we feel confident

that the students in the pilot provided us with valuable insights

to refine our protocol. We also integrated feedback from four

experts not directly involved in our research study (three sci-

ence, technology, engineering, and math education researchers

and one biology educator).

Data collected during the interviews were part of a
larger study on students’ knowledge integration and mecha-
nistic reasoning within various biological contexts. At the be-
ginning of the interview, students first defined what we are
calling subsystems. We use the term subsystem, as it is de-
scriptive of a component of a larger system (4). These sub-
systems were the following: gene regulation, cell-cell commu-
nication, and phenotypic expression. Students reviewed basic
definitions of the subsystems and described relationships
between the three subsystems in an open context. The pur-
pose of these tasks was to activate and establish the students’
baseline knowledge of the three subsystems and then to pro-
vide textbook definitions to help ensure students were not
constrained by potential gaps in their knowledge, which may
have limited their ability to engage in the rest of the inter-
view. These specific subsystems were chosen since they are
integral features of biofilm development but are also relevant
and transferable across many biological contexts. A full
description of the methods and data from the open context
portion of the interview will be reported elsewhere (submit-
ted for publication). Here, we report on student responses
to questions posed in the context of biofilms (see Appendix
S1 in the supplemental material).

First, we showed participants a model depicting biofilm de-

velopment and an accompanying short, descriptive paragraph

(Fig. 1). This model and figure caption were designed in 2017

based on the biofilm literature (12, 26–35) and reviewed by two

FIG 1. Model of biofilm development. Participants were provided with this figure, legend, and caption during the interview.
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microbiology faculty members. The short figure description given

to all participants also provided a foundation for student reason-

ing during the interview. After orienting students to the figure,

the interviewer then asked general questions about what the par-

ticipants saw in the figure and what entities or players they

thought may be involved in the transition point between initial

attachment and irreversible attachment (Fig. 1). This then led to

the question, “Describe to me how the transition point from ini-

tial attachment to irreversible attachment occurs,” which we

intentionally framed using how language to prompt mechanistic

explanations (2, 19, 20). It was the responses to this question

that formed the data set reported here. If necessary, the inter-

viewer also prompted the participant to think about the previous

players they named and to phrase their answer as a sequence of

events. At this point in the interview, it was expected that the

students had sufficiently reflected on the subsystems and would

be primed to incorporate the subsystems into their explanation

of the transition point (36, 37).

Analysis

Audio recordings from the interviews were transcribed

verbatim, and students’ explanations of the transition point

were analyzed using inductive and deductive coding (23),

mechanistic reasoning (2), and the theory of knowledge inte-

gration (22). To aid in the analysis, we composed a normative

mechanism of how Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterial cells tran-
sition from initial attachment to irreversible attachment based

on relevant and highly cited biofilm literature (12, 26–35).
However, this mechanistic description was detailed beyond

what would be expected of students (e.g., specific genes

and protein names) (Appendix S2). Our expectation was

for students to apply their knowledge from cell biology

and genetics—which we cued earlier in the interview—to

reason through the transition point. As we were not inter-

ested in revealing and analyzing specific microbiological

knowledge, we generated a simplified version of the mech-

anism (Fig. 2A).

We first sought to create mechanistic models that repre-

sented the students’ verbal descriptions of the transition point.
Deductive coding of our normative mechanism revealed that

cell-cell communication, gene regulation, and three different

bacterial phenotypes (i.e., cell aggregation, flagellum loss, and

production of matrix) were relevant to this specific transition

point (Fig. 2B). Using these three subsystems as pillars, we then

leveraged knowledge integration to detect linkages between

the subsystems. We scanned the mechanism for descriptions

or naming of the subsystems and the sequence of events con-

necting the subsystems. We then drew an arrow connection

between subsystem names to represent these interactions that

occur during the transition point (Fig. 2C). We repeated this

coding process to generate mechanistic models of the student

data.

Using knowledge integration and mechanistic reasoning as

analytical frameworks, we examined students’ mechanistic

models for (i) correctness of connections, (ii) nature of con-

nections, (iii) correctness of ideas, and (iv) nature of ideas.

These dimensions were chosen because knowledge must be

sorted and connected correctly to integrate into knowledge

networks and have qualitative attributes of mechanistic reason-

ing to support application and transfer of knowledge networks

to different contexts. Each dimension is described in detail

below, and their codebooks can be found in Appendix S3.

To evaluate (i) correctness of connections, we compared

the normative mechanistic model to the students’ models and
identified alignment of connection types. Each of the connections

FIG 2. Abridged biofilm mechanism with example coding and mechanistic model. (A) Our simplified passage describing how bacterial
cells transition from initial attachment to irreversible attachment during biofilm development. (B) An example of how we identified cell-
cell communication mechanics (in yellow-orange), gene regulation mechanics (in dark blue), and bacterial phenotypes (in light blue) as
well as entities (in bold). (C) A mechanistic model representing the entirety of the simplified passage in panel A and example coloration
matching the coding in panel B.
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was also evaluated for (ii) nature of the connections by analyzing

the ways in which the students described how the subsystems

are linked, guided by the literature (2, 38, 39) and previous work

(submitted).

For (iii) correctness of ideas, we examined the normative

mechanism for knowledge elements relevant to the transition

point and identified the following features: nine entities (see

Appendix S3), three bacterial phenotypes, cell-cell communica-

tion mechanics, and gene regulation mechanics. We expected

students to use these specific entities along with cell-cell com-

munication and gene regulation mechanics to explain how the

three visible phenotypes of cell aggregation, flagellum loss, and

production of matrix occur. We decided that for a thing to

count as an entity, it must meet one of the following criteria: (i)

the entity engages in an activity (an action or a change occurring

over space and time) (2); (ii) the entity is being acted upon by

another entity during an interaction (3); or (iii) properties

(such as structural attributes, spatial relations, orientations, or

state) are described for an entity (2) (Fig. 2B).

To analyze (iv) nature of ideas, we evaluated descriptions of

the level of organization of players (3) and the localization of

processes (3, 5, 21) using a previously written codebook (sub-

mitted). During iterative refinement of the codebook against the

data, we chose to characterize the “players” as opposed to

“entities” to gain a holistic view of the level of organization in the

students’ explanations. Machamer and colleagues (2) defined

entities as the things that engage in activities and/or have

described properties. However, because this was not common

in students’ responses, we report on the overall players instead.
Lastly, we performed a knowledge integration analysis in

which we categorized students’ explanations on a continuum

of fragmented to integrated biological ideas, drawing on

Southard and colleagues’ theoretical model (39). We holisti-

cally used all of the previous analyses (weighed equally) to

evaluate the alignment of students’ explanations to the nor-

mative mechanism and subsequently characterize the integra-

tion of students’ knowledge.

Trustworthiness

The first author of this study (S.F.) independently coded

all transcripts and developed a working set of codes for the

mechanistic model structures and their features. The last

author (S.M.G.) analyzed a subset of the student data using

the preliminary codes and met to compare coding and struc-

tures of mechanistic models. Once initial codes and struc-

tures were agreed upon, S.F. iteratively revised the code-

books for mechanistic models and knowledge integration

analysis with the second author (K.H.H.), whom S.F. had pre-

viously trained in qualitative coding. During this process, the

readers independently coded the data using the codebooks,

met to discuss coding, and then refined the codebooks.

Once the authors settled on finalized codebooks, S.F. and

K.H.H. performed one final round of coding for all the data.

Prior to discussion, both authors had over 80% agreement.

All analyses were discussed to complete agreement.

RESULTS

Characterizing structures of mechanistic models

Four types of mechanistic models emerged from the

data set from student explanations (Fig. 3; Table 1). Models

FIG 3. Students’ mechanistic models of the initial attachment to irreversible attachment transition point in biofilm development.
Exemplars of students’ mechanistic models from each of the categories (except no links) are depicted. In parentheses are the number
of students whose explanations fell into model structures in the particular category.
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varied by presence of explicit connections and how the subsys-

tems are connected (e.g., linear or nonlinear). In our sample,

almost all mechanistic models (8/9) had at least 2 subsystems

causally linked, and the majority of mechanistic models (5/9) had

at least 3 subsystems causally linked in one chain of connected

ideas (e.g., the linear linkages to phenotypes exemplar in Fig. 3).

The most complex and interrelated mechanistic models were

seen with students we identified as interconnected phenotype.

Overall, the majority of mechanistic models were linear and con-

tained at least one description in which two subsystems con-

verged on a phenotype subsystem.

Characterizing correctness of connections

Nearly all students (8/9) provided at least one explicit con-

nection between subsystems in their explanations. From these

connections, we found a diverse set of connections in the stu-

dents’ mechanistic models that were not represented in the

normative mechanism (Fig. 2). Connections considered cor-

rect were descriptions of cell-cell communication to gene reg-

ulation (CCC ! GR), gene regulation to phenotypic change

(GR ! P), and phenotypic change to cell-cell communication

(P ! CCC) (Fig. 2), and we labeled all other connections as

incorrect. Out of the 8 students who described connections,

only 1 included CCC ! GR, some students (3/8) included

GR ! P, and few students (2/8) included P ! CCC. All 8 stu-

dents described incorrect connections of cell-cell communica-

tion to phenotypic change or phenotypic change leading to

another phenotypic change. Of the 26 total connections, 30%

were correct connections, and incorrect connections

accounted for the remaining 70%. We also found that only one

student described a connection using incorrect knowledge

when they described how gene regulation changes the DNA

sequence depending on the cell’s needs. Otherwise, all other

connections contained correct information.

Characterizing the nature of connections

The students’ mechanistic models in our data set included

three different nature of connection categories: mechanistic,

specified causal, and unspecified causal (see Appendix S3 for

definitions and more examples). These primarily differed in

specificity and usage of mechanistic features (e.g., entities with

causal activities). A mechanistic connection includes a causal

sequence of events with many entities and activities to explain

the phenomenon, such as in this quote: “[the bacteria] start

signaling once they’re around each other. . . like a certain signal
secretes or compounds, and. . . they hit the receptors of other
ones and they know to come close together.” A specified causal

connection contains a causal factor but does not provide a

mechanistic sequence of events. For example, “Perhaps like [the
bacteria] receive from their environment that they need some-

thing from and they would benefit from aggregating together. So

something in their environment signals them to form [a commu-

nity or group].” In contrast, an unspecified causal connection

lacks any causal factors and merely states a temporal sequence,

such as this description: “Somehow when [the bacteria] kind of

combine together. . . they secrete molecules.” Across the 8 stu-
dents who described at least one connection, we found 4 mech-

anistic, 8 specified causal, and 14 unspecified causal connections.

All students who described at least one connection in their

mechanistic models also included at least one unspecified causal

connection (8/8). The majority of students (5/8) described at

least one specified causal connection, and a few students (3/8)

provided at least one mechanistic connection.

Characterizing correctness of ideas

No student included all nine expected entities (Fig. 4). The

highest number of correct entities a student included in their ex-

planation was 7. The most commonly missed entities (≤3 stu-

dents included) were extracellular signals, receptors/signaling

cascade, transcription factors/proteins, and genes. No student

included type IV pili as an entity in their explanations (this was in

the figure they were provided). The most discussed entities

(≥7 students included) were bacterial cells, flagella, extracellular

matrix molecules, and the extracellular matrix. Many students

(7/9) discussed other entities that were not in our list of appro-

priate entities but were not necessarily incorrect to include in

their explanations (e.g., fats, RNA, and amino acids). In addition,

the majority of students (7/9) described inappropriate entities in

TABLE 1

Key features of mechanistic models describing biofilm transition point

Mechanistic model type Key features

No links
�No linkages present; only lists phenotypes as occurring

�Does not incorporate cell-cell communication or gene regulation subsystems

Linear linkages to phenotypes
� A sequential, linear explanation of one subsystem leading to the next subsystem

� Includes phenotype leading to the next phenotype

Subsystems converge on phenotype
� A largely linear explanation with some nonlinear features (e.g., convergence)

� At least one instance where a phenotype is influenced by two independent subsystems

Interconnected phenotype

� A largely linear explanation with some nonlinear features (e.g., convergence)

� Phenotype is a causal subsystem that affects a cell-cell communication or gene

regulation subsystem
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their explanations that were ill-defined or irrelevant to bacteria

(e.g., “nucleus,” “something,” and “stuff”).
Two-thirds of students (6/9) discussed all three pheno-

types in their explanations (Fig. 4). All students mentioned

cells forming the extracellular matrix, almost all (8/9) dis-

cussed cell aggregation, and only 6/9 students included cells

losing their flagella.

Very few students (2/9) integrated both cell-cell com-

munication and gene regulation into their explanations

(Fig. 4). We found that 6/9 students mentioned cell-cell

communication at least once, and only 3/9 students men-

tioned gene regulation mechanics at least once.

Characterizing the nature of ideas: level of organization
and localization

All students included players at cellular and macromolecu-

lar levels of organization, two-thirds of students (6/9) described

players at undefined and environmental levels of organization,

and about half of students (5/9) included molecular players in

their descriptions (Fig. 5). Per our normative mechanism, a stu-

dent’s explanation should have included all four of the specified

levels of organization categories and excluded the undefined

level of organization. Only 1 student in our sample described

an explanation in this manner, and 3 students included all five

leveld of organization categories.

All students described processes occurring at an unspeci-

fied localization, almost all students discussed processes hap-

pening outside a cell (8/9) and at the cellular membrane (7/9),

and few students (3/9) explicitly described processes occurring

inside a cell (Fig. 5). Per our normative mechanism, a student’s
explanation should have included all three of the specified local-

ization categories and excluded the unspecified localization, but

we did not identify any student in our data set that described

such an explanation. However, we did find 3 students who

included all four localization categories in their description.

DISCUSSION

Synthesis of data: model of knowledge integration
within a biofilm context

Informed by a theoretical model of knowledge integration

in undergraduate molecular and cellular biology (39), we eval-

uated the ways in which students integrated knowledge into

their mechanistic models. Using all the previously described

characteristics from our analysis at equal weight, we identified

mechanistic models lying on a spectrum of knowledge with

defined categories of fragmented, transitional, and connected

(Fig. 6). Key characteristics for each of the categories are pro-

vided in Table 2 (see Appendix S4 for a full description).

From our data set, we found that 4/9 students produced a

fragmented model, 4/9 students produced a transitional model,

and 1/9 students produced a connected model. These results

demonstrate that many undergraduate biology students in our

sample may not have possessed an integrated perspective of bi-

ological systems. While our study was not examining systems

thinking specifically, in the context of reasoning within the bio-

film system, students were often engaged in lower-level tiers of

systems thinking, such as identifying relevant structures of the

system, and were not reasoning about the relationships (4).

Most students’ ideas were isolated with few specified connec-

tions, if any connections, between various biological concepts.

The majority of students’mechanistic models lacked the appro-
priate entities and subsystems needed to fully explain the tran-

sition point. This is consistent with the theory of knowledge

integration: to have an integrated understanding of biology,

students must sort appropriate entities into their respective

processes (22, 39). Conflation of entities or ideas about various

processes leads to loss of connectivity in mechanistic models

(22). This is well-reflected in our data, since sparse and

less-specified connections and few appropriate entities all con-

tributed to fragmented models. Building a fully specified mecha-

nistic explanation requires understanding of not only what rele-

vant subsystems are related to each other but also what

entities and activities support the linkage. In particular, things

need to be described as entities and not as players to fit the

definition of mechanisms (2). Improvement in this area may

help transition students away from the fragmented end of

knowledge integration and more toward a connected under-

standing of biological phenomena.

Reflecting on student models of biofilms

From these data, we conclude that students’ mechanistic

reasoning within the biofilm system was primarily limited by

transfer of knowledge to an unfamiliar context and alternative

conceptions or a lack of knowledge related to gene regulation.

FIG 4. Evaluation of correctness of ideas in student explanations. The
first column in the table lists the number of appropriate entities the
student included in their explanation. The three columns under
Phenotypes indicate if a student did or did not mention the phenotype.
The two columns under Subsystems indicates if a student did or did
not describe mechanics relating to the subsystem in their answer. A
blackened box in the table represents at least one instance that the
phenotype or subsystemwas discussed.
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We performed this study under the supported assumption

that priming students earlier in the interview and providing a

figure of biofilm development with a detailed caption would be

sufficient for students to reason about the previous concepts
in the new context (36). However, this knowledge transfer
may have been too far (40, 41). The cell-cell communication
and gene regulation subsystems and various connections
between subsystems that were discussed earlier in the inter-
view (submitted) were often not applied to the biofilm con-
text. Additionally, processing scientific figures can be cogni-
tively demanding (42–44). Interpreting and understanding
external representations such as diagrams and illustrations
requires skills in visual literacy and model-based reasoning (45,
46). Simply comprehending external representations is a chal-
lenge (47, 48), let alone comprehending a new figure situated
in an unfamiliar microbiological context while in an interview
setting. Students may have been given the necessary informa-
tion in the form of a pictorial figure (e.g., the three pheno-
types) and a figure caption (e.g., signals as an entity), but identi-
fying this information and realizing how it is connected to the
previous priming was potentially too cognitively difficult. For
example, despite being labeled in the figure legend and noticed
by almost all students (8/9) earlier in the interview (data not
shown), no student utilized type IV pili as an entity in their
explanations, even though they are necessary for the cell
aggregation phenotype in biofilm development.

Students’ understanding of gene regulation seems to be a

barrier for correct description of this transition point in biofilm

development. Transcription factors and genes were often missing

from student explanations, which is consistent with previous

work documenting students’ uncertainty on the role of proteins
and genes in the cell (7, 49). Additionally, studies have shown

that students have varied ideas about gene expression and diffi-

culties understanding the central dogma (49–52). Data from ear-

lier in the interview indicated that the majority of our partici-

pants did not know the functional definition of gene regulation

(submitted). Although students were cued to think about and

review the definition of gene regulation, it is likely that they did

not have the content knowledge or recognize its relevance to

the biofilm context. Curriculum guidelines from the American

Society for Microbiology emphasize that students should under-

stand that gene regulation is influenced by external and internal

stimuli (14). Additionally, understanding gene expression and

how it influences the behavior of organisms is a core concept in

undergraduate biology education (1). Put together, this forms a

sequential connection of cell-cell communication affecting gene

regulation which affects phenotype, which is the same frame-

work we identified in the normative mechanism. However, our

results showed that the least common connection was cell-cell

communication to gene regulation and the most common con-

nection was cell-cell communication to phenotype. By skipping

the gene regulation step, the students posited that changes in

cell-cell communication directly translated to changes in pheno-

type. This connection occurs in many biological contexts (e.g.,

long-term potentiation), but in the context of biofilm develop-

ment, gene regulation is involved in each phenotypic change in

the transition point between initial and irreversible attachment.

The omission of gene regulation, and by extension that of pro-

teins (7), prevents students from fully describing the transition

point and signals a need to review the role of genes and proteins

as well as the function of gene regulation in the cell.

Instructional implications

To cultivate the next generation of scientists, educators

should scaffold mechanistic reasoning into the classroom when

exploring how processes in biology function and integrate with

other processes in the wider system. We recommend imple-

menting tools such as the MACH model (53) or the MAtCH

model (54), a guiding framework derived from how scientists

describe mechanisms incorporating methods, analogies, theory,

context, and the “how” of the mechanism, to help students

FIG 5. Level of organization of players and localization of processes coding. The five
identified levels of organization are arranged on the left side of the table and the
four identified localizations are arranged on the right side of the table. A blackened
box in the table represents at least one instance where the student described a
player at that level of organization or a process occurring at that localization.
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FIG 6. Model of knowledge integration in the context of biofilm development. Text and arrows in black
represent subsystems and connections that are common characteristics of the model. Text and arrows in dark
gray represent subsystems and connections that are less frequent. Text in light gray or lacking arrows represent
subsystems and connections that are not a characteristic of the model. Opaque portions of the images next to
subsystem names are similarly aligned: the most opaque images are common, slightly transparent images are
less frequent, and very transparent images are not a characteristic.
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identify the necessary components for building a complete mech-

anistic explanation. Additionally, instructors need to acknowledge

the situational nature of knowledge and examine the boundaries

of knowledge transfer. Instructors may assume that content

learned in a previous lecture or course is readily available knowl-

edge that can be used in any context (55). However, knowledge

is tied to the specific contexts (e.g., environment, activity, and cul-

tural) in which it is learned and used (56). In addition, different

areas of science develop discipline-specific epistemic norms, val-

ues, beliefs, and heuristics (57). Thus, applying knowledge learned

in one context to another requires disentangling contextual fea-

tures and discipline-specific ideas from the concept and transfer-

ring only the relevant knowledge. Studies have shown that knowl-

edge transfer is hard (40, 41, 58–60) and can be impacted by the

extent by which transfer is “near” or “far” (40, 41, 61). Instru-

ctors should critically consider the contexts they ask students to

transfer knowledge to and incorporate opportunities for practice

to help students achieve knowledge transfer. We assumed that

discussion of gene regulation, cell-cell communication, and pheno-

typic expression earlier in the interview would be sufficient cuing

for students to incorporate those subsystems into their biofilm

explanations. However, only two-thirds of students (6/9) and

one-third of students (3/9) discussed cell-cell communication and

gene regulation, respectively. Studies have shown that spoken in-

structor cues can impact student reasoning (62, 63) and explicit

instructions to address specific criteria affects students’ answers
(64). Thus, we suggest inserting opportunities for students to acti-

vate prior knowledge and priming them to think about and use

specific ideas at the time of teaching or assessment.

Limitations and future directions

In this study, we captured 9 students’mechanistic models of
a transition point in biofilm development and sorted these mod-

els into three distinct knowledge integration categories based on

previous work (39). Only one student fit into the connected

category, and we saw no evidence of a nuanced category as

theorized by Southard and colleagues (39). Expanding the study

to other student populations in other life science majors and at

additional institutions may reveal more students with a con-

nected understanding of biology and may also yield interesting

new insights. Increased probing and interview scaffolding may

also prompt students to demonstrate a connected understand-

ing of biology. In addition, our data collection may have been

limited by asking students to explain biological phenomena

from an unfamiliar context of biofilms. To reduce the cognitive

load of the task and difficulty of transfer, we plan to ask partici-

pants in future interviews to provide their own context in

which to embed the concepts of gene regulation, cell-cell com-

munication, and phenotypic expression. One key characteristic

of mechanistic reasoning is chaining forward and backward,

which involves reasoning through previous interactions and

predicting future events and vice versa, based on the known

entities and activities of a mechanism (5). Future studies should

investigate students’ abilities to use chaining when reasoning

about their mechanistic models. We propose using a “perturba-
tion” (65) as a problem-solving task in which a particular charac-
teristic of the system is changed and then the student uses their

mechanistic model to reason through what would happen.

Exploring the boundaries of students’ mechanistic reasoning

within systems will expand our understanding of how students

reason about biofilms and other complex systems within biol-

ogy. From these data, important curriculum and assessment

tools can be created to enhance students’ education of biofilms

and of biological systems in general.
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TABLE 2

Key features of the three categories of knowledge integration in a biofilm context

Knowledge integration category Key features

Fragmented

� Incorporates the fewest connections, mostly between phenotypes

� Some include a connection between cell-cell communication and a bacterial phenotype, but

none of them involve the gene regulation subsystem

� Least specified and least correct

Transitional

� Incorporates more connections that include the cell-cell communication and gene regulation

subsystems

� The content and nature of information are more specified and correct

�Missing some important characteristics, such as connections between cell-cell

communication and gene regulation

Connected

�Highest number of connections that are more specified and correct

� All three bacterial phenotypes are explained using the subsystems of cell-cell communication

and/or gene regulation

� The correctness and nature of the content are the most correct
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